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Prof David Butler, Water Systems
Prof Paul Jeffrey, Water Science and
Management
Dr Jon Burton, Social and Economic Research
Prof Adrian McDonald, Water and new
developments
Victor Aguilera, Defra

Event coordinator: Carol Bill

Meeting objectives
1. Introduce the network, its objectives and members
2. Discuss and deliberate on the broad water efficiency issues in the context of the network’s
objectives
3. Identify areas of emphasis to inform the next course of action
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General summary
Members agreed that the focus for the network should be existing buildings where the
implementation of change and technology is more challenging.

Water efficient technologies
Two questions arose on water efficiency technologies; one is how to promote them, the other is
monitoring and ensuring the promised savings.
The adoption of water efficient technology is simple in principle; it becomes difficult if risk is factored
in. Risk and liability summarises the reluctance to adopt or promote some water saving technologies.
The risk associated with pay back, water quality etc on one hand and the liability when things go
wrong on the other. Even if implementing solutions at a neighbourhood scale, there are still questions:
Who takes ownership? Who is responsible for maintenance?
It was generally agreed that there needs to be a top-down mechanism in place which clarifies roles
and responsibilities, risks and liabilities. In addition, a customer support, intermediary service is also
needed to increase customer confidence. This can be through existing mechanisms such as CCWater.
The reason being that:


Bottom-up approach always needs someone to take responsibility



Risks and legal issues (when things go wrong) can only be tackled from the top



Such as mechanisms to ensure that warranty/ legal obligations for maintenance/ operation
commitments are upheld

However, it is a useful exercise to identify what measures should be top down or bottom up e.g. solar
energy is a top-down initiative; can the same principle be applied to water recycling/reuse?
Also, trust, in the government and the system, will encourage private sector buy-in and investment in
water efficiency technology. Stability, such as guarantees on pay-back e.g. stability of tariffs, profit
margins, taxes etc, in the market may encourage innovation.
There was a consensus that metering on its own will not cause the change needed. The imbalance in
the billing system needs to be addressed; some customers are already paying too much while for
some, water is cheap. Use colour coding bills to flag savings. Provide guaranteed long term buy-in
tariffs to stimulate investment.
It was also considered disproportionate to directly compare recycled water with mains water on most
points. Instead, the need to encourage more demonstration sites, best practice role models and a
consistent message from all directions was identified.
There should be laws to enforce manufacturer and installer certification. Regulate risk ownership with
procedures which are clear and straightforward.

Water efficiency: policy and regulation
It was suggested that the new water efficiency targets imposed by the financial regulator needs to be
more robust. The efficiency targets should be much more than water saving figures assigned to the
amount of fittings supplied. Instead, it should be based on a system which evaluates the impact of
single or multiple interventions to increase water efficiency in homes. Questions about whether
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‘awareness’ always translate to behaviour change was raised? And if retrofitting as an act in itself can
be seen as behaviour change?
Although this cycle of water efficiency targets specified by Ofwat was welcomed as a good start, a
review was recommended to encourage knowledge in water users and the measure of impact.
It was also emphasised that there is a need to strike the right balance; not just people (and behaviour
change alone), or technology alone. Policy and regulatory efforts should target both people and
technology. There should then be a standardised methodology for evaluating impact. All interventions,
water efficiency measures should have a robust evaluation mechanism in place before it is
implemented.
Policy makers and regulators should also foster a culture of feedback and evaluation, provide training
and support to R & D budgets that are inclusive and with clearly defined outputs.
It was suggested that messages to customers should emphasise the relationship between water saving
measures and other priorities, interests that are of importance to the user. Also, it is important for
water efficiency measures to create a reasonable balance between reward and punishment. Policy
makers and regulators need to engage the Local Authorities in compliance monitoring and
enforcement; the example of hard paving and SUDs was used here.

Buildings and users
User education and knowledge competence, instead of awareness, was considered more important as
“preaching and practising are two different things”. The tendency for people to misinterpret or “get
the wrong end of the stick” with awareness messages was raised. Whereas if a more robust process of
engagement and learning is put in place, user educating can be achieved. This then leads to knowledge
which in turn improves attitudes and perceptions.
The detachment between most people and water was also mentioned, highlighting the problem of
displaced responsibility. Establishing this link may create motivation to change through actions and
behaviour.
Members agreed that there was a need for long term thinking in building design and delivery. New
build and retrofitting work should produce buildings that are future proof for water efficiency. This can
be achieved through integrated design, technology, information and service systems. Together with
the training and certification of building professionals, efficient fabrication, installation and
maintenance procedures, and assured performance of technologies in line with user expectations.
Suggestions on long term thinking include:


Adaptability of technology for the future e.g. metering systems should anticipate future
developments



Access to technology to inform behaviour change e.g. accessible water meters. This is based
on the premise that awareness does not necessarily translate behaviour change. This
statement kept coming up throughout the day.



Understanding the differences and distinctions between user types/ groups and target
strategies accordingly



Provide more information on water bills – do you use more or less than the public (local)
average?

As suggested by the definition(s) of water efficiency, the approach to building delivery needs to be
integrated and not fragmented. It should involve collaboration between all the stakeholders – bottom
up or top down.
WatΞf
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The issue of the top-down or bottom-up approach was debated and the conclusion was that a mixed
approach is better but it should favour a more user-centric approach than what currently exists. On
the issue of the responsibility of the water industry, it was thought that the water customer’s
perception of the nature of the market and the regulatory framework may be one of conflicts (of
markets and interests) especially with regards to promoting water efficiency and change of behaviour.
Nonetheless, it was reiterated that the industry and its regulators should develop a coherent strategy
to monitor the impact of existing strategies and measures. Avoid cosmetic measures that are all about
visibility (public/corporate image). Water companies as well as water users should be provided with
real incentives to do well. The opportunities for water companies to offer recycled water as a product
should not be overlooked. Water efficiency solutions from water companies should be simple and
user-friendly – avoid confusion in metering, bills and tariffs for example.
The next section provides a detailed summary of the day’s deliberations, followed by a proposal on
the next steps for the network.
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Session Summary
This section provides a more detailed summary of the day’s deliberations.

SESSION 1: Water efficiency
Session chairs: Stephen Coupe, Sue Charlesworth, Joanne Zygmunt, and Jonathan Chenoweth

The purpose of this session was to identify, based on the expertise represented in the network, if
there was a divergence of views with regards to water efficiency, what it means etc and to produce a
framework definition on which to commence the network’s discussions and subsequent activities.
In the session, key words/phrases used to define water efficiency include:


Saving water



Saving energy



Safety of water (quality)



Ensuring water availability



Saving money (cost)



Essential water use



Getting the maximum benefit from the use of water



Using water based on the need (subjective and objective e.g. hygiene, pleasure)



Using the least amount of water to fulfil the same need



Getting the most from the same amount of water



Choosing the right activity at the right time e.g. not watering the garden in the afternoon



Less amount of water for the need/ pleasure but without having an environmental impact



The action of the individual – to conserve water



Building design efficiency – takes the responsibility for efficiency from the user in a good way

These definitions demonstrate that water efficiency is interconnected e.g. with energy, people,
products, polities etc, and should not be implemented in isolation.
Factors affecting water efficiency were highlighted to include:


The perception of scarcity. ‘How does it affect me and why should I bother’?



Water is a local resource unlike climate change which affects everyone on a global scale.



Considering the water cycle (consumptive and non-consumptive use), is it an energy argument
rather than a water argument?



Sustainability (triple bottom line) of abstraction sources and how this is managed

WatΞf
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Water efficiency; the cost to the individual and the cost to the environment



There is a question about how much water is used, how much is lost, how much (and what
quality) is sent back to the environment. Hence the argument that it is the amount that is
treated (in both directions) and the amount of energy that is used to treat it that is an issue.



The price of water does not give much incentive to save water.



The energy argument is stronger than the water argument.



Energy security – the availability (the right amount, the right price etc) of energy to support
treatment processes.



Management of water – the water cycle in theory implies a sustainable process, the challenge
is the time lag between replenishment cycles and how this is managed.



Need to simplify policy and regulations with the right emphasis and incentives to support,
improve innovation



Quality of infrastructure, issue of leakages



Environmental impact of water processes



Public acceptance of water efficiency and water efficiency messages



Lack of technology buy-in and scalability. If there was a buy-in from households, is it then
possible to scale up?



Incongruent dissemination from policy makers, academics, regulators, NGOs etc



Customer acceptance; punishment and/or reward?



Creating opportunities and the right/conducive environment for innovation pioneers

Key players in water efficiency include:


Water users, customers



Communities and neighbourhoods



Water companies



Regulators



Policy makers



Building professionals



Manufacturers of products and systems



Media



Academia, research community

Pertaining to measurement criteria for water efficiency, the main question was: how do you measure
subjectivity? Is it through targets, measured infrastructure outputs or from building design?
The following points were also highlighted:
WatΞf
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Most people know how much water they use whether it is the expected ‘right amount’ or not.
However, there is little awareness/ knowledge to translate what is known to action.



Water efficiency already makes sense to the environmentally aware.



Large scale technological change is probably not the answer. Most technologies are only easy
to implement in new builds for example. What is to be done with existing stock? Retrofitting is
often difficult and expensive.



It is worth looking at case examples from other countries and how they have faced the water
challenge e.g. Australia and Singapore and see what can be learned for the UK context.



Ask water users a simple question: ‘would you rather have water or electricity for a week?’



Does the cost of water reflect the value of water? How do people value water?



Do people really see the link between water efficiency and energy efficiency? Is there a direct
link?



Explore the subjective benefit to water e.g. properties located near water and leisure value of
water



There is a disconnect between water in nature and what comes out of the tap



Responsibility – whose responsibility is it to promote water efficiency?



Water efficiency being promoted by water companies may cause some degree of distrust.
Most people will wonder why a private company encourages people to reduce the use of its
own commodity



Fairness e.g. fair benchmarking, outdoor water use can be substantial. Install a separate
source and meter for this?



The role of the media is important in educating and making the public aware of water issues



What does water scarcity mean? Is it an infrastructure, a management or an environmental
problem?



Is there a way to account for the variability in the use of the building and the individuals when
making policy and strategies? Tracks back to the issue of fairness.



More people: do more communal activities – the source of consumption is important.

SESSION 2: Water efficiency policy
Group 1: Water processes impact on the climate, the environment and natural resources (see: CO2 and water use). Does
‘Save water, Save energy’ suggest a simple solution to water efficiency? What other factors need to be in place for this to be
effective?
Chair: Luiza Campos



This is simply YES in the UK context, partially due to some reliance of carbon sources for
producing energy.



Similar to the carbon credits, instigate a water credits scheme



Encourage responsibility by providing location specific messages.

WatΞf
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Encourage simple changes e.g. taps over bigger scale systems. Are taps the most energy
consuming device?



Emphasise the seasonality of water on the local scale

Group 2: Less than 10% (6%) of water use is directly ingested; majority of demand is for non-potable uses. However, there
are questions about water recycling/reuse. What are the real risks and on a domestic scale? Are there ways to overcome
these risks?
Chair: James Ebdon





Everything is linked and it is all a question of scale
o

The efficiency of the technology depends on the scale at which it is implemented

o

Recycling should start on a larger scale?

Microbiological hazards, risks surrounding water issues are an important concern for water
users.
o

Colour, odour of water reuse has been raised as a concern although sometimes, the
clearest water can be the most contaminated

o

Risks vary all the time



Rewards – simply cutting down water use is easier to understand. With water reuse, it will be
more difficult to map and identity where the efficiency/ savings are being made.



The maintenance and efficiency of recycling technologies throughout the life cycle is
important



o

Monitoring of performance and safety of systems is also important

o

This is more important on a small scale compared to a large scale

There are technologies out there but on a small scale is difficult to justify and implement.

Group 3: Review current strategies for implementing water efficiency policy in new and existing homes (Future Water, pp
24-29) and brainstorm new ideas within this context.
Chair: Poorang Piroozfar





Behaviour change
o

Adoption of technology need to come second

o

Products should be presented and oriented around the value/ ‘life enhancing’ product
argument and not just based on need? E.g. owning an Apple I Pad

o

Policy should be made appealing to customers for them to engage with it

o

Perhaps encourage some customers in certain areas to install and store water? –
connecting customers or bringing water customers closer to the water source can
yield positive dividends

o

Create a community of interest

o

Quantifying water efficiency along the lines of ‘out-of-pocket’ impact

How individual targets are achieved

WatΞf
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o

Message must be at individual level

o

Individual/ household benchmarking

o

Common policy to install water meters

o

Increase knowledge of water processes at a local level

o

Tackle the perception of the price of water. Does not necessarily mean make water
more expensive



How do we portray the consequence and the clear responsibility of water?



Government policy should be bolder on strategy

Group 4: ‘People consume water, not buildings’ (Future Water, p24; 30-33). Review the strengths and limitations of the
water industry in promoting water efficiency to households. Where are we now and where do we need to be?
Chair: Fayyaz Memon



Take occupancy factors into account. Evidence suggests that people in low occupancy
households use more water than high occupancy households



Retrofitting is always an issue. The existing stock may be difficult and expensive to bring to
current standards



Is metering the solution? When and where?



What are the cost implications of water efficiency?



Water efficient technologies
o



Water management needs to be considered by building processionals as an integrated part of
building delivery
o



What is the role of building design, services, type and installation?

Are existing/ future building stock fit for purpose or are we creating a perpetual cycle of
inefficient buildings?
o



Does it work? How does manufacturer’s data compare with actual data from use?

Are buildings future-proof for water efficiency?

The role of the water industry

WatΞf

o

What is the role of the water industry in promoting water efficiency?

o

Is this responsibility in the right place?

o

How does the water industry engage with water users? How effective are the
mechanisms, tools?

o

What is their understanding of attitudes and behaviour?

o

How do they communicate messages to the public?

o

Is information accessible and user friendly?
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There is a need for joined up effort on the part of water companies especially on the
research/evidence side
o

Short term and long term approach is needed



Avoid conflicting messages. Start by standardising methodologies



Encourage service providers for rainwater/grey water systems



o

Investigate market permeability

o

Provide training/ certification for installers

Risk ownership is an important factor
o

Government backed measures/ protection schemes will increase customer confidence
in technologies that are perceived to be risk-laden


o

Promotion of the achievements of current water technology


o

This will also portray a political will to promote water efficiency

Knowledge sharing is not prevalent. It can be a challenge to obtain data from
water companies

Water efficiency technologies and solutions is a high risk endeavour to water
companies, building professionals and users. There should be reasonable support to
mitigate this risk

SESSION 3: Buildings (Science and Technology)
Group 1: Discuss the recent science and technological innovation for water and their potential application in buildings (see:
Waterwise and NHBC document). What real factors influence the adoption of technologies and the effective deployment in
buildings?
Chair: Stephen Coupe



Technology transfer and the infiltration of technology are quite slow in this area. Therefore,
there is a need to foster a knowledge of innovation culture e.g. Tomorrow’s World on TV.
Encourage media buy-in in this manner.
o



Engage with the media industry to improve awareness of new developments and
innovation in the public

Innovation will be tested in the market
o

Make the market accessible both to manufacturers and customers

o

Encourage a system where suppliers and manufacturers have to provide evidence to
support the effectiveness and performance of their products. This may be through
customer endorsed track records, case studies etc.

Group 2: The successful adoption of science and technology in buildings require sustainable interactions with
policy/regulations, people, technology, markets etc. Is this true and how can these be promoted?
Chair: Andrew Miller



Policy by the people

WatΞf
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o

Create an environment where the public can inform and influence policy,
particularly at the local, community level. This engenders transparency and trust.

o

Policy makers need to be consistent

o

Provide a single, common message

Technology
o

Is it proven? Devise a standardized bench test which includes a ‘people factor’

o

How effective is it in use? Localised feedback is easier to identify with

o

Do people understand the principles of the technology if they need to? What is the
physics of how it works and what is the objective?

Market:
o

Who is the market?

o

What is the market?

o

Provide incentives to supply to different markets (cross-market innovation by water
companies?)

o

Is it a water suppliers market and what are the broader resource issues?


Is it about the supply in the water cycle or the sufficient amount in the cycle?

Group 3: What do policy makers/regulators need to do to promote technological and scientific innovations in buildings?
Chair: Sue Charlesworth



Education: ‘get them young’ (e.g. Southern Water school schemes?)



Guard against reinventing the wheel, encourage the transferability of technology



Lead by example – government buildings should be water efficient
o



User engagement, not awareness
o



Targeting the right message to the right people

Acceptance
o



Then publicise this

Accept that some wont engage with public initiatives, with this group, provide
enforcement measures

Policy making
o

Lack of enforcement, or lack of policing of some regulations

o

Lack of physical/human resource to enforce

o

The language of the regulation needs to be tightened

o

Use a combined ‘carrot and stick’ approach

Group 4: New buildings versus existing buildings: Which technologies, where?
WatΞf
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Chair: Joanne Zygmunt



Standard technologies easy to design in and use in new buildings. With existing buildings,
bespoke solutions are often required



Variability is the main challenge with implementing technology in existing buildings



Target refurbishment cycles; bathroom and kitchen replacement etc



Publicise successes and achievements of current technologies



Many households have been supplied with cheap, easy to install water saving devices, poor
follow up process in place to evaluate if they were installed or used.



Use of technology should not be reactive; it should be part of an integrated process.

SESSION 4: The User Perspective
Group 1: Individualism, collective action or a strong state. Who is responsible for water efficiency and how should this
responsibility be enforced?
Chair: Nick Gant



Community focus
o

Sustainability should be replaced with community resilience?

o

Local communities, local issues






o

Envisioning the future, applying and sharing knowledge locally

o

Encourage community plans which form short, medium and long term actions in line
with locally created targets.

Perception of water
o

Water is a social commodity

o

Water companies do not own the water, they only trade it


Review of licensing welcomed



Tackling leakage is vital. Economic levels of leakage is not understood by the
public

Top-down approach
o



Water as a local issue

If a state view is taken and there is the political will, implement measures that
produce quick and immediate water efficiency results

At the consumer level, increase measures that target transitions between properties, changes
in lifestyle preferences e.g. triggered by the purchase of certain products. Use these instances
to introduce or promote water saving technologies.

Group 2: What users do and what they need to do differently. Explore user attitudes, perception and choice as important
factors for behavior change (see: Challenging assumptions… Uzzell 2008)
Chair: Jonathan Chenoweth
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Users currently use about 150l/p/d, they need to use less



They need to take responsibility



They need to change perception and attitudes



They need to adopt technologies that are easy to work with and use



Make different choices e.g. mixer taps instead of single taps

Group 3: Water efficiency at what cost? Who should pay for water efficiency in buildings if water is a social commodity?
Chair: Fayyaz Memon



Depends: is water a social commodity, a luxury product or a basic need?
o

Assessed basic need is about 50-80 l/p/d



Do we take water for granted? If yes, is the solution expectation management or rationed
supply?



Quality of service and environmental sustainability is all at a cost



Perhaps people will pay, will they pay? Should they pay?
o





People will pay if there is a value attached

Who is asking for payment
o

The question of trust – paying to whom, for what?

o

The issue of accountability

Alternatives
o

Government funded subsidies?

o

Independent investor?

Group 4: What new strategies, systems can be used to promote the ‘collective intelligence of water users/households’ e.g.
information instruments.
Chair: Graham Winstanley



Information from individuals/households/communities is vital
o

Collecting information at this level is crucial for water efficiency strategies and
measures




Metering offers an opportunity to do this but not in its current form (Re:
comments about future proofing buildings, and measures)

o

Existing technologies can help with this and this information can be held centrally as
well as communicated back to the individual/ household to educate and inform. Thus
closing the loop

o

Visualisation of water efficiency information is important e.g. colour in bills, emoticons
etc

Challenges
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o

Amount of data output, how will this be managed


o

Explore opportunities for generating research around these issues

Subjectivity


What is a home?



How long does a household exist?



What are the other important demographics etc

o

How can we achieve behaviour change using information systems

o

The system must be adaptable – e.g. learning systems. But this in turn has certain
weaknesses which is based on the assumption that:

o



Learning is a driver of behaviour



Learning helps to drive down consumption

Information outputs must be integrated, e.g. consumption versus cost, versus
environmental impact etc.

SESSION 5: POLICY: How do academics sell good ideas?










Dissemination
o

Disseminate to a wider range of audience

o

Be open-minded and willing to share within and outside the community

o

Increase collaboration with industry and knowledge transfer

Trust – are academics trusted by the public
o

Should the public defer to experts for knowledge and information?

o

Or: should the public have an equal right to knowledge

o

Ethically, should academic promote knowledge to make a choice, or knowledge to
make a change?

Diversity of knowledge and expertise
o

Academics understand and perceive issues differently and will most open return to
this default position

o

Lack of connectivity, academics working in ’bubbles’

Do academics have any new, good ideas?
o

Is the big challenge not disseminating properly?

o

Why is it that being an ‘expert’ in academia and being an ‘expert’ in industry are two
different things?

Should academic focus be knowledge generation or implementation of good ideas
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o

Who bears the risks? Practitioners are not always prepared to take risks on new and
untested ideas

o

Research tends to happens in loops, the first try does not often yield the finished
product


o

Academics could be better at risk ownership and managing expectations

Should universities take the risk – e.g. technology parks

Your response
Comments and feedback on this report can be sent through the network administrator Jean Balnave
at: jean@waterefficientbuildings.co.uk.
The network’s next meeting will be held at UCL, London on the 22nd of September 2011, starting with
an industry session from 10am-12noon. If you will like to attend this session, please email us to
reserve a place.
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